
 
Abstract. In this paper, we propose an optimization-simulation 
coupling approach for containers handling operations in a 
rail/road intermodal terminal. Indeed, we develop a mathemat-
ical model that aims to optimize both the stacks used in the 

movements of 
loading and unloading containers, which leads to reducing the 
total handling time. Then, a simulation model computes the 
latter and evaluates the optimiza containers 
handling scenarios in order to identify the best solution. The 
model is successfully tested on a real-case study, the Mois-
sy-Cramayel inland rail/road intermodal terminal in Paris re-
gion to and from the port of Le Havre. 
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1 Introduction and related work 
Due to the considerable increase in container traffic each 

better way the storage space in order to receive and ac-
cumulate the massive flow. In [1], the authors consider 
storage loading problems of containers with stacking 
constraints. The main objective of their work is to min-
imize both the number of used stacks and the number of 
badly placed items with respect to their retrieval order. 
They propose three Mixed-Integer Programming formu-
lations as well as a variable neighborhood search heuris-
tic and compare them on randomly generated test in-
stances. In another work [2], the authors tackle a basic 
unloading problem where items are stored in stacks and 
have to be retrieved in a predefined order. It is shown that 
minimizing the number of unproductive loading and 
unloading movements (called shiftings) is NP-hard. The 
work of [3] addresses scheduling problem for loading or 
unloading containers in container terminals, where a 
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simulation-optimization method was developed. The 
authors proposed an NN-based (Neural Networks) sur-
rogate model to enhance the computation efficiency of 
this method. In the context of rail-road terminals. In [4], 
the authors consider a storage loading problem where 
containers arriving by a set of trains simultaneously have 
to be placed into a storage area consisting of parallel 
lanes. After showing NP-hardness of two models, heu-
ristic algorithms are presented and tested on real-world 
data. An overview of optimization approaches in 
rail-road terminals can be found in [5]. To the best of our 
knowledge, few studies address the simula-
tion-optimization methods of the container handling 
operations problem in storage yard at the rail-road in-
termodal terminals. In [6], the authors present various 
strategies for the containers distribution in the storage 
yard of a rail-road intermodal terminal. They propose a 
constructed simulation model with FlexSim environment 
that allowed the selection of the best strategy for con-
tainers storage while considering the amount of CO2 
emitted to the atmosphere by transshipment devices. In 
[7], the authors propose a simulation model representing 
a rail-road freight transport terminal that was built in 
Arena.  study is based on literature review 
and shows that the number of containers and the number 
of handling equipment are the most important variables. 
In [8], the authors develop an agent-based system dy-
namics simulation model (ABSDS model) to a case study 
on the Yiwu dry port in China where the objective is to 
optimize the main parameters of intermodal terminal 
(such as, container vessels at anchorage, freight wagons 
on private railway tracks and containers) and achieve the 
stable state of these parameters. They used Anylogic as 
software of application.  

This paper is a continuation of the work done during 
the SFM (Service Ferroviaire de navettes Modulaires) 
project (see [9,10] for more details). The main contribu-
tion of the present work is to enrich the literature on 
rail/road freight transportation by studying the containers 
handling operations using both simulation and optimiza-
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tion methods. Indeed, according to an optimized schedule 
in a rail/road intermodal terminal, we evaluate a set of 
scenarios to confirm the optimal one in terms of mini-
mizing the total handling time, through the reduction of 
unproductive shifting movements during unloading 
containers. 

2 Problem statement and preliminar-
ies 

2.1 Problem description 
On the provided study, we focus on transport of con-
tainers from the port of Le Havre to Paris region, more 
precisely, in Moissy-Cramayel rail-road intermodal ter-
minal. The problem which arises here is to know if this 
terminal is efficient enough to handle the important flow 
of containers in terms of storage capacity and the respect 
of delivery time to customers. The proposed simulation 
model, which is based on multi-agent system, aims to 
evaluate and validate the optimal results of the containers 
handling operations provided by the proposed optimiza-
tion model. Moreover, it allows choosing the best strat-
egy in order to have a better organization of the termi-

location of each container. The optimization-simulation 
approach takes into account, on the one hand, the distri-
bution of containers in the rail shuttle arriving to the 
terminal and, on the other hand, the priorities for trans-
ferring the containers to their clients. 

More formally, the studied problem can be defined as 
follows: the rail shuttle, which consists of a locomotive 
and a set of coupons (i.e., a set of railcars), arrives loaded 
with full inbound containers at around midnight at the 
rail/road terminal, which is located in the Paris region. 
All containers must be unloaded before an allotted time. 
Those that must be sent to their clients the same day are 
placed temporary in the buffer and those which must be 
delivered in a day or more, are stored in the storage park. 
The containers to be delivered first will have been posi-
tioned on top levels of the stacks to avoid unnecessary 
loading and unloading movements during the day, which 
are called shiftings. In addition, empty containers, which 
were brought back from the clients the day before by 
trucks, must be loaded in the coupons of the rail shuttle to 
be returned to the port of Le Havre. 

2.2 Mathematical formulation 
Using the CPLEX solver, we performed the mathemati-
cal optimization of the container handling operations 
between the coupons and the rail/road intermodal ter-

 storage park) 
according to two scenarios (1st scenario: buffer only; 2nd 
scenario: both buffer and storage park). 

In the first scenario, the proposed model aims to op-
timize two objective functions: the first one consists in 
minimizing the total number of shifting movements 
during deliveries of containers to their clients: 

 (1) 

The second one seeks to maximize the number of 
empty stacks in the storage area: 

 (2) 

A set of realistic constraints are taken into account: 
 All containers must be loaded at the end of the 

handling period; 
 Full containers are stacked on top of each other 

without leaving empty slots underneath; 
 Each slot must be occupied by one and only one 

container; 
 If a container is in a given slot at a given time, it 

must be there once and for all;  
 Each container occupies one and only one slot at 

any given time; 
 The maximum height of the stack cannot be ex-

ceeded; 
 The first loading operation, that of the container 

with the highest priority, must be done in an empty 
stack; 

 At each instant, the number of containers loaded in 
the storage area must be verified; 

 The stack is considered empty at the end of the 
handling period if and only if its lowest slot is 
empty; 

 The update of the states of each stack; 
 The containers arriving by the first coupons must be 

loaded first before loading those of the next ones. 
In addition, to model the second scenario, we add the 

notion of container urgency in the mathematical model of 
the first scenario: 

 (3) 

 
Definition 1. A container is said to be urgent, if it must be 
delivered to its client the same day of its arrival to the 
terminal, therefore, it must be stored in the buffer. 
 
Definition 2. A container is said to be less-urgent, if it 
can remain in the terminal for more than a day, in which 
case it must be stored in the storage park. 
 

In addition, we distinguish, in this new model, between 
the buffer stacks and those of the storage park by adding 
appropriate data. We have, thus, introduced new con-
straints linked to the notion of urgency of full inbound 
containers arriving at the terminal. 
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2.3 Simulation model 
The model of simulation suggested is implemented on 
Anylogic software. There are three main inputs for our 
model: container flow, initial layout and equipment 
characteristics. a) Containers flow contains containers 
type, container size (20ft or 40ft), number of containers 
per day, number of rail shuttles per day, number of trucks 
per day, number of containers per rail shuttle and the date 
of arrival and departure of containers at the terminal.              
b) Initial layout is presented with length and number of 
tracks per area and those of connecting tracks, number of 
transfer points per track, distance between different areas, 
number and type of storage areas (storage area for urgent 
containers (buffer) and storage area for less-urgent con-
tainers (storage park)), size of storage areas (number of 
rows, number of stacks per line and height of stacks).                   
c) Equipment characteristics are presented by rail shuttle 
speed, truck speed, gantry crane speed, container picking 
time, container drop time, loading and unloading time, 
safety distance and rate for filling rail shuttles. 

The constraints of our simulation model are enumer-
ated in Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Operational and resource constraints of simulation 
model 

Operational constraints Resource constraints 

Each coupon is positioned on a 
railway track. 

Maximum rail capacity is 8 
coupons and 7 wagons per 
coupon. 

Unloading and loading of cou-
pons is done in parallel. 

Capacity of the rail yard is 
linked by number of tracks.  

Truck unloading always pre-
cedes loading if the truck deliv-
ers an empty container. 

Maximum stack height is 3 
containers. 

The handling of rail shuttles and 
trucks is done separately. 

Capacity of transfer points: 
each transfer point receives a 
truck. 

Compliance with the order of 
unloading and loading coupons. 

Maximum truck capacity is 
one 40ft container. 

Stacking of containers: one 40ft 
container can be placed on top of 
two 20ft containers, and not the 
other way around. 

The capacity of a railway 
track is a coupon. 

The containers are stacked on 
top of each other, so unstacking 
them is done according to the 
Last-In-First-Out rule. 

The round trips of the cou-
pons are done one by one. 

 

2.4 Experiments 
We implemented two strategies which include different 
containers handling scenarios in Anylogic Software. 

The first strategy is based on the simulation tool only. 
Once the two coupons of the rail shuttle are received at 
the rail yard of the intermodal terminal, the handling 
operations begin with unloading all full containers and 

storing them based on their delivery time to the clients. 
This storage is done following the nearest empty stack 
policy. At the same time, the empty containers initially 
stored in the buffer are loaded onto the coupons. During 
the day, inbound containers are collected by trucks to be 
transported to their clients, and new empty containers are 
returned from their clients to the buffer of the rail-road 
terminal. 

The second strategy is based on the optimiza-
tion-simulation approach. This strategy is made up of two 
scenarios. For each scenario, the simulation is based on 
the optimization results of the containers handling oper-
ations obtained by CPLEX solver. We assume, in the first 
scenario, that the buffer is initialized by outbound empty 
containers, whereas, the storage park is empty. All full 
inbound containers must be unloaded from the coupons 
and stored in the buffer according to an optimized 
schedule provided by the mathematical model. In the 
second scenario, similarly to the first one, we consider 
that the buffer is full of outbound empty containers, as 
well as the storage park, which is full with less-urgent 
inbound containers. Indeed, the inbound full containers 
will be unloaded and stacked either in the buffer or in the 
storage park depending on the container urgency. 

3 Main results 
In both strategies, the capacity of the rail shuttle is 56 
containers of 40ft (8 coupons × 7 wagons). According to 
the results of the first strategy, shown in Table 2, the rail 
shuttle arrives loaded with 56 full inbound containers at 
midnight and leaves the terminal around 5:00 a.m. before 
the trucks arrive at 6:00 a.m. The handling time given by 
simulation is 4 hours 30 min for unloading and loading all 
the containers. We note that this time is obtained without 
considering the optimization results. Whereas, in the 
second strategy, which takes into account the optimiza-
tion results, we can see that the rail shuttle arrives at 
midnight and leaves the terminal at 03:30 a.m. for the 
first scenario, moreover, the handling time obtained is 3 
hours instead of 4 hours. Furthermore, in the second 
scenario, the rail shuttle leaves the terminal at 03:15 a.m. 
and the handling time is set to 2 hours 35 min. 

As can be seen in Table 2, the second scenario of the 
second strategy is the one that gives a remarkable saving 
in handling time (about 1 hour and 12 minutes). These 
results prove that the configuration proposed in the sec-
ond strategy is relevant, so the container handling opera-
tions obtained by the proposed optimization model are 
effective, especially, in terms of minimizing the total 
shifting movements. In addition, the terminal can handle 
up to 180 40ft containers. This capacity is considered 
sufficient to handle a maximum traffic of 56 containers 
per rail shuttle. 
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To visualize the obtained results, Fig. 1 shows the 
curves associated with each strategy.

4 Conclusion
In the present work, the containers handling operations in 
a rail-road intermodal terminal was discussed. An opti-
mization simulation approach is developed using both 
CPLEX solver and Anylogic simulation software. This 
approach is based on two strategies that include different 
scenarios of containers handling operations, in which, we 
aim to optimize unproductive containers movements and 
number of empty stacks in the storage area. A case-study 
of the rail/road intermodal terminal of the Paris region is 
considered and it highlights the proposed models by 
approving the results of the containers arrangement in the 
storage area which can be carried out in the allotted time.
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Table 2: The main results of the two strategies

Rail Shut-
tle

dimensions
(wagons × 
coupons)

Arrival 
of the 
rail 

shuttle
(a.m.)

Departure
of

the rail shuttle

Handling 
time without 
optimization

(in hours)

Handling 
time by in-
tegrating 

optimization 
results          

(in hours)

Time sav-
ing (in
hours)

Arrival 
of 

trucks
(a.m.)

Without 
optimization

(a.m.)

With opti-
mization

(a.m.)

Strategy 1 7 × 8 00:00 05:00 _
4 hours30 

min
_ _ 06:00

Strategy
2      

Scenario 
1

7 × 8 00:00 04:20 03:30 04 hours 03hours 1hour 06:00

Scenario 
2

7 × 8 00:00 04:12 03:15 3hours47min 2hours35min 1hour12min 06:00

Figure 1: Graphic representation of the simulation results for each strategy
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